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Executive Summary 

 
This document is a deliverable of the WEAR project, funded under the European Commission (EC)               

Horizon 2020 ICT-36 Research and Innovation programme, aimed at fostering competitiveness and            

growth and increasing benefits to the European Union economy and citizens. The project sets out to                

to shift the development of the EU wearable industry to embrace a more ethical and sustainable                

approach to design and technological development and address core issues head on. 

This is the First Dissemination Plan for the project, produced within the first four months, to actively                 

and widely publicise the project, engage a rich European landscape of wearable technology and              

smart textile stakeholders, facilitate knowledge exchange through various outreach activities,          

support sustainable innovation and to disseminate the project’s learnings and results with the broad              

aim of increasing industry and public awareness about the critical, ethical and aesthetic issues in the                

wearable technology and e-textile domain. 

The deliverable aims to plan dissemination and exploitation learnings from the Sustainable            

Innovation process, between practitioners in the art and design industries and those from the              

technology and engineering sectors and the knowledge exchange process between thought leaders            

in the wearables and e-textiles fields, ethics and sustainability, business development or the             

implementation of policies.  

The dissemination activities will also address the general public in order to create awareness of the                

critical issues involved in data ethics and sustainability in the technology domain. 

This document illustrates a strategy to communicate and disseminate the results (information,            

materials and knowledge) of the project. By defining the aims of the dissemination actions,              

identifying target groups, describing communication tools and channels, and detailing partner           

specific dissemination plans, the project consortium members are ensuring that the European            

Commission can keep track of the project in a verifiable manner. 

Materials produced will be used by all consortium partners in the dissemination of all Work               

packages; WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5 and WP7. 

Disclaimer 

The information and views set out in this publication are those of the author(s) and do not                 

necessarily reflect the official opinion of the Commission. The Commission may not be held              

responsible for the use which may be made of the information contained therein.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Wearable technologies aimed at private consumers constitute a nascent market, expected to grow             

very fast. Their disruptive power is exemplified by the competition between established technology             

giants and start-ups. In particular, the development of the wearables market relies on its capacity to                

break down barriers between creative industries and digital technology companies. At the core of              

this market is the amount of data that wearable technologies allow to capture, in particular over                

their users’ personal data. This raises ethical issues regarding the ownership of this data, and what                

wearable providers do with that data, among other ethical issues, such as labour issues              

manufacturing, and mineral sourcing in the supply chain. There is a need to raise awareness around                

such issues, while ensuring the continued development of the wearable technology and smart             

textiles industries. 

WEAR (Wearable technologists Engage with Artists for Responsible Innovation) commenced on the            

1st January 2017. Over a two-year period, until 31st December 2018, the project sets out to bring                 

wearable technology stakeholders to work more closely with designers and artists across Europe in              

order to shift the development of the EU wearable industry. Drawing on the rich European landscape                

of wearable technology and smart textile stakeholders, the project will work toward addressing the              

core issues outlined above head on within the research & development stages. 

To do so, WEAR objectives are to: 

● Develop a sustainable European network of stakeholders and hubs, to connect and push the              

boundaries in the design and development of wearables; 

● Encourage cross-border and cross-sector collaboration between creative people and         

technology developers to design and develop wearables; 

● Develop a framework within which future prototypes can be made that will become the next               

generation of what ethical and aesthetic wearables could/should be; 

● Lead the emergence of innovative approaches to design, production, manufacturing and           

business models for wearable technologies; 

● Make citizens, entrepreneurs and other stakeholders more aware of the ethical and            

aesthetic issues in making and use of wearable technologies. 

WEAR has publicly branded the project as ‘WEAR Sustain’ to strongly identify the project and its                

focus on ethics and sustainability in the public wearable technology and e-textile domain. WEAR will               

be referred to as WEAR Sustain in all public documentation from this point onwards. It may however                 

continue to be referred to as WEAR during reporting to the European Commission. 
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1.1 PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT 

WEAR is funded under the European Commission (EC) Horizon 2020 ICT-36 Research and Innovation              

programme aimed at fostering competitiveness and growth and increasing benefits to the European             

Union economy and citizens. The framework programme supports research and development           

activities resulting in new knowledge, new products and services, and also in non-technological and              

social innovation. It is essential that the public investment in these activities is converted into               

socio-economic benefits for the society. This idea is reflected in the Horizon 2020 Rules for               

Participation with a clear accent to the beneficiaries’ obligations to exploit and disseminate the              1

outcomes of the funded activities.  

The main objective of the ICT-36 topic is to boost synergies between artists and technologists. The                

call recognises that the arts are gaining prominence as a catalyst of an efficient conversion of Science                 

and Technology knowledge into innovative products, services, and processes, and seeks to widen the              

exchange of skills of artists and technologists, thus creating a common language and understanding.              

This topic is an umbrella for the STARTS (S&T&ARTS) initiative, fostering innovation at the nexus of                2

‘Science, Technology and the Arts’, with which WEAR Sustain collaborates. 

WEAR plans to establish a Europe wide sustainable structured dialogue with its stakeholders,             

highlight key ethics and sustainability methodologies for sustainable innovation in the wearables and             

e-textiles technology domain, and promote the replication of knowledge across industries and            

European countries, encouraging the future uptake of the project’s recommendations for what could             

or should be future generation wearables that are ethical-aesthetic-critical.  

Exploitation and dissemination are an integral part of the European research and innovation             3

funding and this document outlines WEAR’s plans to communicate and maximise the impact of its               

activities and its outputs, in particular that of its funded projects, the research and knowledge               

produced and the the network of local hubs and advocacy centres built across the two years of the                  

project. 

1 See Article 43 of the Horizon 2020 Rules for Participation available at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/legal_basis/rules_participation/h2020- rules-participation_en.pdf  
2 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/ict-art-starts-platform 
3 The terms “exploitation”, “dissemination” are defined under the Horizon 2020 Rules for Participation as follows: - 
exploitation – “means the use of results in further research activities other than those covered by the action concerned, or 
in developing, creating and marketing a product or process, or in creating and providing a service, or in standardisation 
activities”; - dissemination - “means the public disclosure of the results by any appropriate means (other than resulting 
from protecting or exploiting the results), including by scientific publications in any medium”; 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2014_2015/annexes/h2020- wp1415-annex-ga_en.pdf 4 
The Horizon 2020 annotated model grant agreement is available at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020- amga_en.pdf 5 See the European 
IPR Helpdesk library: http://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/library 
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1.2 SCOPE OF THIS DOCUMENT 

This deliverable D6.2 is the project’s first dissemination plan. It describes the activities planned and               

the channels developed to communicate with and disseminate the project’s progress and results             

(information, material and knowledge). It specifies the target audience and the applied            

communication and dissemination strategy and is presented in a verifiable way, to ensure that the               

project management and the European Commission can keep track of them.  

The WEAR Dissemination Plan is a key component of the project’s work plans and all consortium                

partners are committed to to maximising the outcomes and benefits of the project to reach the                

widest possible audience in the wearables, e-textiles, ethics and sustainability fields.  

1.3 INTENDED AUDIENCE FOR THIS DOCUMENT 

This Dissemination Plan is aimed at the following audiences to fulfil the aforementioned WEAR              

objectives:  

● The European Commission (to communicate the consortium’s strategy and report on           

dissemination activities);  

● The Consortium WP1 Project management and WP6 Dissemination Leaders (to coordinate           

the dissemination activities within the agreed Dissemination Strategy and monitor the           

impact of each activity on the Project);  

● The Consortium partners (to adequately and timely implement their respective          

dissemination activities); 

● WEAR Sustain Stakeholders - artists, designers, technologists and engineers targeted by           
WEAR, as well as the regional, national and international agencies active in education,             

research and economic support of wearables and e-textiles, hubs, advocacy centres and a             

cross section of industry representatives and citizens. 
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2. DISSEMINATION STRATEGY 

2.1 OBJECTIVES OF DISSEMINATION 

WEAR Work package 6 (WP6) ‘Communication and Community Building’ aims to maximise the             

visibility, accessibility and impact of the project’s activities, of its funded projects and thus of its                

network of local hubs and advocacy centres, as well as its outcomes and achievements.  

WEAR WP6 dissemination objectives are to:  

● Develop a dissemination plan - covering the project targets, messages, tools and channels             

to ensure the best impact. 

● Design and create dissemination tools, channels and materials to ensure communications. 

● Coordinate dissemination activities using internal and external channels. 

● Ensure visibility of the WEAR’s project output and outcomes. 

Specific objectives of WP6 include: 

1. supporting high level outreach to European wearables and e-textile target stakeholder           

groups to engage in dialogue and ensure that the vision, objectives, activities and results of               

the project become as widely known and understood as possible. 

2. coordinating dissemination for engagement in WEAR Open Calls to trigger collaboration           

and knowledge exchange activities, facilitate dialogue, ensure maximum participation and to           

maximise impact; 

3. disseminating and supporting the exploitation of funded projects, teams and their           
prototyping results, to maximise the impact of the outputs developed by each funded team; 

4. promoting new knowledge, both for commercial purposes and for policy making, and to             
boost research & innovation among participants in our programme and others who could             
benefit from the research conducted. 

5. deliver key messages to high-level stakeholders and decision-makers to trigger change;  

In addition to WP6 dissemination objectives, this plan will outline a clear strategy for consortium 
partners to deliver these objectives via: 
 

1. a timeline for communications and dissemination,  
2. partner responsibilities and distribution of tasks,  
3. dissemination project activities during project lifecycle, 
4. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and 
5. a data management plan, delivered separately under D6.11.  

 
Dissemination activities during the project lifecycle will follow a detailed action plan. There is some 
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overlap between dissemination, exploitation and communication, especially for close-to-market 

projects such as this one. 

2.2 PARTNER RESPONSIBILITIES  
 
The efforts of dissemination and community building in WP6 has been divided between four              

designated work package partners - QMUL (WP6 lead), UCA, imec and DSLL. Tasks within the WP are                 

divided according to time allocated on the project and partners will take either a lead role (L) or                  

supporting role (S). WP2 works closely with WP6 to support all community building, engagement and               

dissemination activities to stakeholders. Other consortium partners that do not have allocated time             

on WP6 will contribute key information for dissemination of their work packages WP1, WP2, WP3,               

WP4, WP5 and WP7. 

Consortium partners share geographic responsibilities based on their own physical location and            

contacts, to support WEAR’s promotion, communication, and dissemination channels and to aid in             

building and engaging local audiences across the EU. The aim is to enable local project hubs and                 

partners to create local awareness, understanding, engagement and dissemination for the WEAR            

project, often necessary to communicate in local languages. Geographic responsibilities are not set             

in stone but act as a guide to ensure that a good balance of European regions are as well                   

represented in the project, as possible within such a small project. 

Northern Europe 

(with partial overlap with 
Western Europe)  
 

UCA & QMUL  

(with support from 
Blumine and UDK) 

UK, Ireland, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Estonia, 

Latvia, Lithuania, Denmark 

Central & Western Europe 

(with partially overlap with 
Eastern Europe) 
 

imec  

(with support from  

WCD & UDK) 

Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany, 

Poland, Czech Republic, France, Switzerland 

Central, Eastern & Southern 

Europe 

DSLL  

(with support from 
Blumine, imec & UDK) 

South - Portugal, Spain, Italy, Malta. 

Central and Eastern Europe - Greece, Bulgaria, 

Romania, Hungary, Croatia, Austria, Slovakia 

Consortium geographic responsibility 

 

2.3 PLANNED DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES 

Key communications and dissemination activities during the project lifecycle are outlined and            

divided between WP6 partners, aiming to ensure that the vision, objectives, activities and results of               
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the project are as widely understood as possible. The WP6 team will develop, manage and maintain: 

● Community Building & reaching out to stakeholders 
● Communications and dissemination materials, tools and channels  
● Dissemination of the project’s Open Calls for Sustainable Innovation 
● 10 hub-based Knowledge Exchange and dissemination events across the EU 
● Contribution to publications 
● Data management 
● Effective dissemination of WEAR’s progress, learnings, insights, and final outcomes 

 
WEAR Dissemination Activities and Tasks will be managed by the WEAR consortium as follows: 

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES Led by QMUL 

Effort (WP2) (7PM) 3.25PM (2PM) (1.5PM)   

L = Lead / C = Contributor / S = Support WCD QMUL UCA IMEC DSLL UDK BLU 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT  

Development & reaching out to stakeholders  L All Partners to contribute to ensure good European balance. 

COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS & CHANNELS   

Development of communications tools S L      

Management and updates  L S S S   

Content All Partners to contribute content for newsletter.  

PUBLICATIONS  

Publications in mass media, specialised journals,      
magazines or newsletters   L     

DATA MANAGEMENT  

Preparation and update of a Data Management Plan  L  S    

EVENTS  

Coordination of 10 WEAR Local events, 1 WEAR final         
showcase event and participation in external events. All Partners to L contribute to ensure European balance. 

DISSEMINATION OF OPEN CALLS & AWARDEES  

Dissemination and engagement in WEAR Open Calls All Partners to  L contribute to ensure European balance. 

Maximise the outputs of funded teams  L S S S   

DISSEMINATION OF FINAL OUTCOMES        

Dissemination via WEAR communications channels  L S S S   

Dissemination to all stakeholders via WEAR      
ecosystem L       

Dissemination and exploitation tasks and activities 

2.4 WEAR TARGET STAKEHOLDER AUDIENCES 

WEAR will invite a wide variety of stakeholders across the EU to join the WEAR Online Network,                 4

managed by WP2. Several stakeholder category groups have been outlined by the consortium at M2               

4 http://wearsustain.eu/join-our-network/ 
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and identified on the WEAR Sustain website as follows: 

For our Open Calls we invite: 

Artists, Designers & Technologists: Artists, fashion designers, product designers, interaction          

designers, technologists, engineers, programmers & start-ups interested in developing new          

directions in wearable technology and smart textiles that are in ethical, sustainable, environmental             

and aesthetic.  

For our growing network we invite: 

Academia: Research laboratories and centers, as well as private learning institutions involved             

in emerging wearable computing, smart textiles, smart fashion, ethics and sustainability.           

International Research Communities National scientific organisations Research and Education         

institutions  

Creative & Innovation Hubs: Creative and innovation Hubs, advocacy centers, maker/hack           

spaces, living labs, and community centres, which increase the capacity for artists, designers and              

technologists to experiment, innovate, prototype and succeed in producing wearables and smart            

textiles. 

Suppliers & Services: Suppliers and services that support the development of ethical wearables             

and e-textiles. 

Public Agencies, Municipalities & Policy-makers: Regions and agencies that aim to further            

stimulate entrepreneurship within art, design, fashion & technology. 

Investors & Accelerators: Investors, programs, entrepreneurial and startup incubators and          

communities that can support and grow wearable tech and e-textile projects outcomes, including             

securing resources and capital. 

WEAR will invite these stakeholders to to put themselves on the wearables, smart and e-textiles               

map, and will be invited to take part in critical dialogue and knowledge exchange at local WEAR                 

events. WEAR will also support the matchmaking of art, design and technology partners via the WP2                

WEAR Sustain Online Network and at local WEAR events. 

Expert Engagement: In addition to mapping the wearables and e-textiles ecosphere, WEAR will             

identifying and engage with expertise across the EU that can support WEAR’s activities and the               

projects it funds under the Open Calls programme. These groups consist of include: 

● potential WEAR mentors, reviewers, committee members and support hubs, managed by           
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WP3 and WP4, to select and support project awardees, 

● Other related EC and nationally funded projects, such as WEKIT, FIWARE, WORTH, VERTIGO             

and STARTS, to support in the dissemination of WEAR’s Open Calls and results, 

● mainstream and specialised media and publications at EU, national and local level, able to              

disseminate new learning and findings. 

2.5 WEAR STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT  

 

Stakeholder engagement activities culminating in a Sustainability Strategy, Toolkit & Final Showcase Event 

WP6 works with all other work packages to support communication, community building and project              

dissemination to stakeholders across WEAR work packages as follows; 

1. WEAR Sustain Online Network and Ecosystem (managed by WP2) to map the EU wearables              
and e-textiles community and stakeholders across Europe. WP2 supports WP6 to engages            
professionals, entities and hubs into the project. WP6 works with WP2 and WP5 to              
disseminate ecosystem insights, trends and knowledge to all stakeholders in the online            
network and mailing lists and help publicise the 40+ advocacy hubs established by the              
project. 

2. Sustainable Innovation process (managed by WP3 and WP4) to ensure effective           
dissemination of the project’s open call for Sustainable Innovation funding by promoting the             
project’s two Open Calls across Europe in April-May 2017 and October-December 2017, to             
attract new collaborations between creative people and technology developers across          
Europe, to apply for the Open Calls. WP6 will also disseminate best practice methods and               
promote the teams and innovations involved. 

3. WEAR 10 hub-based local knowledge exchange and dissemination events (managed by           
WP6) across the EU. Events will include symposia, hackathons, matchmaking or networking            
and will engage stakeholders in a Europe-wide structured dialogue on wearable technology,            
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personal data, ethics and sustainability themes. 
4. Integrate key critical, aesthetic and ethical considerations for sustainability and ethics           

(managed by WP5) in all engagement processes above and disseminate findings. 
 
Finally, WP6 supports each of these processes via the development of communications materials             
and dissemination tools needed and share the outcomes of these engagement processes and the              
findings of the WP5 WEAR Sustainability strategy with stakeholders via a final showcase event and               
online in months 19- 24 of the project. WP6 will encourage EU-wide exploitation of new learnings                
around ethical, sustainable and innovative design development methods, as well as business models             
for wearable tech/smart materials.  

2.6 KEY MESSAGES TO BE DISSEMINATED 
 

WEAR will produce a rich and diverse series of outputs, for each of the project work packages and                  

WP6 will support the consortium to disseminate these during the lifetime of the project:  

WP2 Outputs related to the WEAR Sustain Online Network (Ecosystem) for visualisation, 
exploration and engagement: 
 

● Mapping of the WEAR Sustain Network of Wearable Technology and e-textile 
stakeholders across the EU. 

● Identified WEAR Sustain hubs and advocacy centres for development of 
critical-aesthetic-ethical wearables and smart textiles across the EU 

● Visualisation of the ecosystem insights and findings. 
 

WP3 Outputs related to the Open Call Management process   
 

● Competition announcements for Open Calls 1 & 2 
● Guidelines for applications to the Open Calls 
● External experts, mentors and jury for the reviewing, selection and mentoring 

committees 
● Open Call report 

WP4 Outputs related to supporting the Open Call winners  
 

● Supporting activities for open Call Winners 
● Local design, aesthetic, technical,  business & venture, user validation and 

prototype support activities  
● Local & venturing support activities  
● Selected winners  

WP5 WEAR Sustainability Strategy & Toolkit 
 

● Best practice methods, processes and recommendations for enabling, 
facilitating and sustaining future network collaborations 

● New knowledge outcomes to produce next generation ethical and sustainable 
wearables and smart textiles, including 
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○ sustainable, ethical innovation used for the production of wearables 
○ collection of personal data  

● Issues and opportunities identified by hubs, awarded partners, other 
stakeholders and insights derived during the development of the map. 

● Industry specific methodologies and processes  
● Online handbook 

WEAR Main dissemination outputs 

WP6 Project Public Deliverables 
 
Over the project period the WEAR WP6 team will update communications and disseminations 
materials periodically and ensure that the following WP6 dissemination public deliverables are made 
openly available on the WEAR Sustain website: 

 
D6.1 First Dissemination materials M2  
D6.2 First Dissemination plan M3  
D6.3 First Matchmaking events before the Open Call M4  
D6.4 Second Dissemination materials M9  
D6.5 Second Matchmaking events before the Open Call M10 
D6.6 Second Dissemination plan M12  
D6.7 Third Dissemination Materials M18 
D6.8 Report on dissemination and engagement in WEAR open calls M20 
D6.9 Final showcase event M24 
D6.10 Dissemination of WEAR final outcomes M24 
D6.11 Data Management Plan M3 

2.7 DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION TIMELINE 

Community-building, engagement and dissemination activities are articulated in three phases. The           

table below outlines the timeline for these phases as well as the key objectives of each phase. 

Phase 1 - Project Launch 

M1-M3 

 

This first phase of dissemination declares that WEAR exists. It provides access to information 
about the project, its partners and the envisaged activities, prior to the launch of the project’s 
Open Call for Sustainable Innovation funding applications. Activities include developing a 
dissemination plan, preparing initial communication materials, and promoting the project. 

In Particular Phase 1 dissemination activities include: 

● Awareness raising of WEAR project 
● Creation of dissemination/communications tools developed including materials &        

promotion channels  
● Supporting the building of and communications to Hubs, Mentors, Experts &           

Stakeholders databases, to join the WEAR project and to actively support           

dissemination activities and contribute to the WEAR ecosystem. 
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● Publish information about WEAR, its partners & activities via a website and social             

media channels  

● Develop 1st local events across Europe & public announcements with communications            

across social media, the WEAR online network and website. 

 

(Phase 2-3: Engagement of stakeholders and launch first year dissemination for Open Calls) 

Phase 2 - Network Building, Open Calls & Structured Dialogue  

M4-M24 This second phase invites stakeholders to join the WEAR ecosystem, announces the project’s             
Open Calls and reaches out to the stakeholders in the wearable technology and smart textiles               
domains to engage in dialogue. It particularly addresses the relevant hubs to join the network               
of local hubs around wearables (managed by WP2), disseminates the Open Calls and support              
the selected teams (managed by WP4) to produce their innovations. It organises events locally              
across the EU. 

In particular phase 2 will achieve: 

● Promotion of the WEAR Ecosystem to stakeholders in databases (WP2)  (M3-24) 

● Promotion of Open Calls in April - May 2017 & Nov - Dec 2017 (M3-M5/M11-12) 

● Encourage promotion and participation in events - knowledge exchange & 

matchmaking/networking activities. (M3-M5/M11-12) 

● Update WEAR channels with information, news and upcoming events (M3-24) 

Phase 3 - Project incubation Period & Final Outcomes 

M7 -M24 

 

 

This third phase consists of incubating selected funded projects (Call 1 M7-12 and Call 2               
M13-16) and disseminating WEAR’s final outcomes to a broad array of stakeholders. This             
includes the dissemination of the Sustainability Strategy and Toolkit, including research on            
ethics and sustainability and the results the 48 funded projects. 

In particular phase 3 dissemination activities include: 

● Announcement of selected teams & appointed hubs  (M7/13) 

● Sharing of Sustainable Innovation outcomes (M13/M21) 

● Support of market exposure (M12 - M24)  

● Sharing of learning and project outcomes (M12 - M24) 
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● Promotion of final outcomes, sustainability strategy, toolkit & final event  (M19 - M24) 
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3. DISSEMINATION TOOLS AND CHANNELS 
WEAR will take targeted measures to promote the project’s work and convey its activities to target                

stakeholders, to reach the highest impact possible via a mix of internal and external, online and                

offline tools and channels, aimed at engaging its key audiences, including the media and public.  

WEAR communications channels are the media through which the project results will be             

disseminated to our target audiences. 

Aside from the project’s own tools and channels, WEAR will identify local key dissemination              

opportunities across the EU and integrate them into this plan. These will comprise of external               

events, media & publications, web Platforms, physical and social networks, conferences and public             

seminars. Activities via local and existing ecosystems aim at reinforcing WEAR’s communication and             

community engagement.  

3.1 COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITIES AND TIMELINE 

A selection of communication tools, channels and activities have been developed by month 3 to               

reach out to and engage stakeholders, promote the project’s activities and it research findings.  

QMUL as WP6 lead will carry out the leadership for project communications with the support of                

WP2. UCA, imec and DSLL will share and support all communications activities, and all other partners                

in the consortium will contribute to communication activities over the duration of the project,              

sharing key information according to their WP activities and geographic responsibilities. 

Plans for WEAR communication activities are presented below with a distribution plan between             

M3-24  as follows: 

Communication Materials Production 
Timeline: 

Distribution 
Timeline: 

Description of Use: 

BRANDING, LOGO & GRAPHIC 
IDENTITY  

(M1-2) Used 
throughout the  
duration of the   
project. 

Applied to all communications materials and      
channels. 

OPEN CALL POSTER (M1-2) M3-5 
 
 
M11-12 
 

Announces Open Calls. To be  printed and displayed 
at local hubs and stakeholder venues across EU. 
 
A second poster has been designed, for use during 
the second call. 

1ST FACT SHEET (M1-2) 
 

M2-3 
 

Used at the beginning of the project, to engage         
hubs, experts and mentors, and at events, prior to         
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2ND FACTSHEET 

  
 
 
 
 
(Due M9) 

website being built.  
 
During the project it serves as an at a glance          
summary of the project and it’s activities. 
 
An update to the Fact sheet will be done during M9. 

PRESENTATION TEMPLATE (M1-2) M3-M24, 
updated 
throughout 
duration of 
project 

Used throughout to present WEAR Sustain at       
Internal and external events and during webinars. 

MAILING LISTS & CONTACT 
DATABASES 

Throughout the 
projects 

 Stakeholders and hubs built by WP2,  lists provided 
by WP3 consisting of expert, mentors, F6S 
applicants, WP4 databases of support activities and 
actors providing aesthetic, technical, prototyping, 
business & venturing. WP6 event attendees. 
databases stored via mailchimp for 
communications. 

 

TOOLS & CHANNELS: Production Timeline: Distribution 
Timeline: 

Description of Use: 

PROJECT WEBSITE  5 (M2-3) M3-M24 
 
 
 
M6 
 
M7 & M15 
 
M13 & M22 
 
M23-M24  

Built in M2 and updated throughout the project, as         
and when needed and according to dissemination       
activities outlined above, in particular: 
 
Addition of WEAR hubs, mentors &  experts. 
 
Addition of awarded Projects. 
 
Addition of awarded Project Outcomes. 
 
Addition of Sustainability Strategy & Toolkit. 

WEAR SUSTAIN ECOSYSTEM  6

 

(M1-3) M3- M24, 
throughout 
duration of 
project. 

This platform is used for direct communications       
with WEAR stakeholders and supports     
dissemination, communication and promotion    
including news distribution and Open Calls. It will        
be use to feature the selected teams and hubs. 
 
Managed by WP2, the WEAR Online Network       
supports community engagement, communications    
& dissemination.  

F6S PLATFORM  7 (M3) M4-5  
M 11-12 

WEAR’s competition application platform for the      

Open Call. The platform is used for direct        

communications with WEAR applicants and     

management of the Open call process by WP3. 

5 https://wearsustain.eu/ 
6 https://network.wearsustain.eu/ 
7 https://www.f6s.com/wearsustain2017 
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E-NEWSLETTER (M1-2) M4-24 Monthly, distributed via WEAR digital platform to       
inform all stakeholders about WEAR activities.      
Newsletters will not be published in August. 

WEBINARS  8 (M4) M4-5 

M11-12 

Webinars to support hubs & potential applicants       
through the application process with Q&A 

VIDEOS  9 (M4-5) & (M10-11) M 5-6 & M11-12 Film at least one speaker at each event symposiums         
and make these available via the WEAR Sustain        
website. 
 
In addition, a selection of infographic videos will        
been created by WP2 on the use of the Online          
Digital Network and by WP3/6 on Open call        
management. 

SOCIAL MEDIA (M2-3) Throughout 
duration of 
project. 

Support the communications of all WEAR news and        
activities 

NEWS RELEASE (M1-2)  
 
M4  
 
M11 
 
M7/8 & M13/14 
 
M13 & M22 
 
M19-23 

Announces: 
 
Project Launch & Open Call 1  
 
Open Call 2 
 
Announcement of funded projects 
 
Announcement of awarded Project Outcomes. 
 
Project results & Final showcase. 

PROJECT EVENTS & 
PARTICIPATION IN EXTERNAL 
EVENTS  

 M4-5 & 
M11-12 

To engage participants to attend WEAR events       
across Europe. 

PUBLICATIONS M6-24  
 
 
M6-12 
 
 
 
M7-19 
 
 
 
 
 
M19-24 

Promotion of publications compiled by WP5      
research: 
 
State of the Art, hub capabilities, insights derived 
from the development of the map, events and 
awarded partners. 
 
Strategies for long-term EU-wide collaboration, 
industry specific methodologies and processes that 
enable ethics and sustainability. Analysis of key 
issues in relation to the production of wearables 
collecting personal data. 
 
Sustainability strategy and toolkit published online. 

FINAL SHOWCASE EVENT  M19-24 Promotion of Awardee final outcomes and project’s       

Sustainability Strategy and Toolkit 

8 http://wearsustain.eu/open-calls/webinars/ 
9 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi9OvkXVb1uS1at9FRrXCNQ 
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DELIVERABLES AND REPORTS  Throughout 
duration of 
project. 

Shared with the public via website, newsletter and        
across social media channels. 

WEAR Communications Activities and Timeline 

In addition to WEAR’s own communication channels, the project will target associated external 

channels, networks and mailing lists, to encourage wide sharing amongst key networks across the 

EU, to support communications to local and specialist participants. These include: 

● WEAR consortium partner channels; 

● Wear hubs, experts and mentor channels; 

● European Commission and STARTS channels; 

● Participation in external events - Conferences, seminars, meetings & workshops; 

● Specialist publications and mass media, online and offline. 

3.2 COMMUNICATIONS MATERIAL 

3.2.1 - BRANDING, LOGO & GRAPHIC IDENTITY 

Although the official EC title of this project is Wearable technologists Engage with Artists for               

Responsible innovation (Acronym WEAR), the consortium analysed the suitability of applying this            

acronym across a variety of media channels, including the availability of a memorable domain names               

and social media channels. Not only is the WEAR acronym not readily available across all channels                

and domains as a stand alone name, but it is also a popular choice across a number of fashion and                    

wearables organisations. It was decided by the consortium to choose a brand name that is not only                 

memorable but highlights the key ethics and sustainability ethos of the project from the offset, while                

retaining the WEAR acronym, thereby differentiating the project from other wearables domains.  

WEAR Sustain has been chosen as the project’s brand name and has been tested for feedback from a                  

selection of stakeholders. It is well liked, memorable and stands out well as a name and brand.                 

Consortium partners have been involved in the approval and sign-off of the chosen names, channels               

and the social media handle @WEARsustain has been applied across the board. 

A visual identity has been created for this name and carried through to all WEAR Sustain internal                 

dissemination and communications tools and channels.  

Design Philosophy and Brand Assets: 

WEAR Sustain’s audience comprises a wide range of stakeholders including creative professionals,            

technologists, e-textile and wearable technology developers, associated academics and businesses          

across Europe. The project also includes those interested in ethical and sustainability issues. With              

this in mind, a design brief was created for the development of a project visual identity and logo that                   
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would appeal to all of these stakeholders. The brief is included in ANNEX A. 

A logo and brand identity has been produced by graphic designer Siaron Hughes . This is included in                 10

ANNEX A with highly recognisable branding and colours. WEAR Sustain designs have been developed              

to convey elements of electronics, e-stitching and creativity with a connection or association with              

the body and intimacy. The WEAR icons represent an abstract cross-section of the human spine.               

Thermochromic pigments have been chosen for the colour palette.  

By M2 WEAR Sustain created its first set of brand assets, communications and dissemination 
templates including:  

● A WEAR Logo in landscape, portrait, black and colour versions 

● A chosen brand typeface  

● Brand guidelines , including colour palette  11

● Brand applications across WEAR Sustain including online graphics, letterhead, presentation          

template, factsheet, press release and posters 

All final designs have been submitted in M2 under deliverable D6.1 to the EC identifying WEAR’s first                 

project promotion, communication and community engagement material and channels to be used            

for engagement of stakeholders, promotion of the project and dissemination.  

3.2.2 - MEDIA KIT 

WEAR sustain branding has been carried through to a wide selection of communications materials              

and templates, used to communicate the project, promote the open calls and disseminate the              

results of the project. As outlined above in section 3.1 ‘Internal Communications Tools and              

Channels’, the project has produced a WEAR Sustain’s first Fact Sheet, two Open Call posters (one                

for each call), a press release, an E-Newsletter template and a choice of 3 powerpoint presentations. 

A Media Kit is available in the ‘Media and Resources ’ section of the WEAR Sustain website                12

containing publicly available media assets developed by Month 3 of the project: 

● WEAR Sustain Logo  
● Open Call 1 Poster (customisable by the consortium for each local event) 
● 1st Fact Sheet 
● 1st News Release template 
● Powerpoint Presentation 

EU funding will be acknowledged in all our communication, publication dissemination and IPR             

activities, as well as on all major results funded by the grant. 

It has been decided by the consortium to keep printed materials to a minimum, in line with                 

10 http://www.su-ma.com/ 
11 https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0l8wMg2nArzbm1Sa29zVkdybVE/view?usp=sharing 
12 http://wearsustain.eu/media-resources/ 
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environmental sustainability and our limited budget. Consortium partners and hubs may print a             

selection of WEAR materials as they see fit for their event and dissemination activities, event               

budgets allowing.  

Plan:  

Communication materials will continue to be updated over the course of the project as indicated 

above in section 3.1 and stored in the Media and resources section of the website. 

● A second Dissemination Materials report is scheduled for M9 and a Second Dissemination             

Plan, scheduled for M12. 

● Showcase Event and a Sustainability Strategy and Toolkit material will be outlined in the              

WEAR Dissemination of WEAR Final Outcomes, scheduled for M24 of the project. 

3.2.2 - MAILING LISTS AND CONTACT DATABASES 

 

Mailing lists will consist of: 

● Subscribers to the WEAR Ecosystem (managed by WP2); 

● Those that sign up to WEAR events and webinars, via Eventbrite, Gotowebinar, or other              
methods (managed by WP6); 

● Website newsletter subscribers (managed by WP6); 
● Reviewers, members of the Selection Committee, mentors and hub leaders that have            

expressed an interest in the project (managed by WP3 & WP4); 
● External event hosts/attendee lists e.g. Archintex and Wearable Tech Show etc (managed by             

WP6); 
● The WEAR Open Call application platform F6S; 
● Any other subscription method used to engaged participation in the WEAR project; 
● Contacts obtained via social media contacts of members of the consortium. 

 
Up-to-date list of contacts, will need to include important data such as name, email address,               

country, gender, their sector and whether they are interested in being a hub, mentor, expert or in                 

applying for funding. 

 

Contact lists will be collated by WCD (WP2), tasked with the engagement of stakeholders via the                

WEAR ecosystem and supporting dissemination. WCD will update these lists in the ecosystem prior              

to each dissemination activity and will invite contacts to join the WEAR Online Network. 

 

All those not in the ecosystem will receive news and updates via the WEAR Mailchimp email                

platform. The mailchimp mailing list will need to be updated weekly during the Open Calls and                

monthly at other times, prior to newsletter or other WEAR mass emails to stakeholders. 
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3.3 DISSEMINATION AND EXPLOITATION TOOLS AND CHANNELS 

3.3.1 - PROJECT WEBSITE 

The WEAR Sustain website has been co-created by WCD and QMUL in M1-3 of the project (see initial                  

temporary holding page in ANNEX A and current website at www.wearsustain.eu). WCD has been              

responsible for the technical build and storage of the website and QMUL for the look, feel and                 

content.  

The website uses a purchased wordpress blog format provided by Templatemonster . The            13

consortium has registered www.wearsustain.eu as the project’s domain name and has also            

purchased the .com, .net and .org domains. 

The website is publicly accessible and works seamlessly with the WEAR Online Network, providing: 

● A public image of the project; 

● The main Information resource, highlighting the project’s key information, news, activities,           

outcomes and updates; 

● A repository of information, storing and making available project resources and publications            

and deliverables to our stakeholders and the public. 

Categories 

● Home: Announces Open Calls / Promotes Events / Promotes Ecosystem / Shares latest News              
/ Highlights Selected Projects / Promotes Sustainability Toolkit / Promotes Network of Hubs /              
Access to social media feeds, videos, images / Newsletter sign-up. 

● About WEAR: Project related information / Information on wearables and e-textiles / Why             
the project exists / The consortium / Contact information. 

● Open Calls: Funding information / Open Call Information (phase 1) / Service offered to              
support the projects / Funding: Add presentation of the awarded projects (phase 2)  

● WEAR Network: Information and access to the WEAR Online Network / Information on             
network of hubs, experts, mentors and jury (phase 2) / portfolio of registered projects  

● Share: News / Newsletters / Events / Research & Publications / Media & Resources 

● Sustain: Sustainability Toolkit / Best Practices (derived from selected projects) 
 
Plan 

● M2 QMUL starts building the website in readiness for the WEAR Open Call by 1st April. 

● M4 weekly Blog Posts (average 1 per week, with information provided by the consortium)              
and Monthly newsletters to encourage participation in events and Open Calls.  

13 https://www.templatemonster.com/demo/58377.html 
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● At M5-6 WEAR hubs and mentors (provided by WP3 & WP4) to be added. 

● M7/8 and M16/17 Funded projects added to the website featuring the selected teams,             

proposed projects, hubs with which they will collaborate and their mentors.  

● M13/14 and M22/23 Awardees project page information (provided by WP4) to be further             

updated with project outcomes as well as related media. 

● M19-M24 publish sustainability outcomes (provided by WP5) as well as final sustainability            

strategy & toolkit. 

Due to limited resources the consortium is discussing how to maintain the website beyond the end                

of the project. The technical maintenance and support as well as the hosting of the website are                 

currently managed by WCD and it is proposed that any unspent funding may be re-allocated to host                 

the website for a further duration. 

3.3.2 - ONLINE NETWORK AND ECOSYSTEM 
 

The WEAR Online Network and Ecosystem has been developed and managed by the WP2 team,               14

tasked with building an EU wearables and e-textiles community, and mapping WEAR stakeholders             

across Europe. It also maps local networks, hubs, professionals, providers and associated players. 

The website and ecosystem are interconnected. The ecosystem hosts and manages the project’s             

network and derives key insights from this, which the website will disseminate. The Online Network               

supports WP6 in engagement of stakeholders and dissemination of project information to those in              

the ecosystem, such as the dissemination of e-newsletters and Open Calls. The website and WP6               

dissemination activities in turn serve to promote the network and encourage people to join it. 

Plan: 

● At M3 the ecosystem launches with a selection of members consisting of Creative and              

Innovation Hubs, Creative Professionals and Technology Providers, amongst others         

stakeholders.  

● From M4 the online ecosystem will support WP6 with online          

matchmaking. A matchmaking tool has been created by WCD in          

M3 to enable cross border, cross sector collaboration. This facility          

will support stakeholders who cannot access local events to         

promote themselves find a potential collaborative partner online.        

A tweet will be released to notify WEAR’s twitter followers when           

a new joiner wishes to find a creative or technology partner, or wishes to team-up on a                 

project. Tweets get pushed to the Facebook page. 

14 https://network.wearsustain.eu 
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● By the end of the project the ecosystem will showcase a pan-European network of              

stakeholders across the EU, as well as a 40+ local WEAR hubs and advocacy centres on                

wearable technology and smart textiles that to support future ethical innovation. WP6 will             

serve to highlight the WEAR local hubs and advocacy centres across Europe that support the               

Sustainable Innovation of wearables an e/smart textiles. 

A detailed description of the Online Network and Ecosystem Platform can be found in D2.2.  

3.3.3 - E-Newsletters 
 

From M2 of the project the WEAR Sustain url has hosted a holding page allowing those interested in                  

the WEAR project to sign-up to a project news and updates. The sign-ups are managed using                

Mailchimp. In M3 the newly built WEAR Sustain website integrated this feature. 

From M4 an E-Newsletter    

template, co-designed by WCD    

and QMUL, will been integrated     

into the WEAR Online digital     

platform, available for use by     

WEAR consortium members.   

QMUL, with input from WP 2, 3,       

4, 5, 6 & 7 will produce the        

content for these newsletters. WCD (WP2) will send the news to stakeholders registered in the               

WEAR ecosystem. Other stakeholders not yet registered in the ecosystem will receive a copy of the                

newsletter via the WEAR Mailchimp email system. The newsletters will be archived in the WEAR               

website Newsletter section on the News page  and also shared across social media. 15

Newsletters are designed to be succinct, clean and to the point, allowing members an at-a-glance               

update on WEAR’s latest activities and plans on a monthly basis. 

WEAR Sustain newsletters aim to engage participation in the Open Calls, help to build the WEAR                

network, engage stakeholders in structured dialogue and disseminate our research and findings. 

During the Open Calls in M4-5 & M11-12 monthly newsletters will highlight: 

● WEAR news and activities 

● Open Call information 

● New joiners to the WEAR Network and those looking for a collaborative partner 
● Upcoming events and webinars 
● Website blog articles 

15 http://wearsustain.eu/share/news/ 
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● Examples of art, design, technology projects and hubs 
● Other activities by partners or hubs of interest to the network 

 
Outside of the Open Call periods the newsletters will focus on the outcomes of WEAR activities,                

research and insights. Much of the rest of the content will be similar. 

3.3.4 - WEBINARS 
 

WEAR will schedule weekly live 30-40m webinars for the Open Calls, managed by imec, to support                

interested applicants through the funding application process and to find a collaborative partner.  

 

The webinars are designed to engage funding applicants and potential hubs and institutions             

interested in supporting their network to apply to the Open Calls. The WP6 team will assess what the                  

greatest needs are during the Open Calls process and where the most clarity is needed. Participants                

will be provided with key information about WEAR’s funding, followed by an interactive Q&A panel. 

 

The value of webinars will include: 

● Relevant examples relating specifically to the application questions. 

● An explanation of the process to help artists and technologists feel confident in applying for               

funding  

● Useful information on the types projects we fund and what we are looking for, reasons for                

rejections and governance information. 

● Understanding how to find a suitable partner across Europe 

Proposed webinars for Open Call include: 

● The WEAR Project, benefits and proposed outcomes. 

● The Open Call, eligibility criteria, priorities and what we might expect from a strong 

proposal/collaboration. 

● The application process and how to use the FP6 Open Call Platform. 

● The funding how to use it and what it can be used for. 

● Pan-European project support available to the competition winners and what to expect from 

hubs, experts and mentors. 

● How to participate in the WEAR Sustain Online Network and find a collaborative partner. 

After attending a webinar it is intended that participants will: 

● Be in a better position to develop their application. 

● Have greater confidence in applying or supporting hub networks to apply to the Open Call. 

● Understand how to find a collaborative partner. 
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3.3.5 - VIDEOS 

WEAR has set-up a YouTube channel by M3. The channel logs WEAR talks at events, how-to videos                 16

and webinars for use by other stakeholders and the public. The channel will also log other useful                 

videos that may be of use to the project and subscribe to any WEAR hub and experts channels that                   

may be of use. As content grows, playlists may be curated to follow WEAR ethics and sustainability                 

themes . 17

3.3.6 - SOCIAL MEDIA 
 

WEAR Social media channels have been created and used since M1 to harness awareness for the                

project and to contribute towards building WEAR’s stakeholder communities across the EU. A             

selection of graphics were developed by QMUL and applied across the WEAR channels in M1-2, with                

each channel given a slightly different branding treatment (see Annex A).  

WEAR has adopted a selection of the most popular social media channels to reach out to its                 

audiences across Europe, in preparation for announcing the project in M2, the WEAR ecosystem in               

M3 and Open Calls in M4, to inform stakeholders about the WEAR project and activities, and its                 

scope on wearable and e-textiles ethics and sustainability issues. Social media are powerful             

interactive tools and will be used as platforms to discuss, comment and consult on research and                

policy topics with stakeholders.  

Social media channels have been created by QMUL. Since each consortium partner in WP6 has very                

limited time on the project, the WP6 team - QMUL, UCA, imec and DSLL - are all responsible for the                    

management of content updates of all channels. All Consortium partners are requested to             

contribute content according to their WP, activities and outputs at regional levels to ensure good               

European balance of information.  

WEAR Sustain has chosen the following social media channels for dissemination: 

● Facebook - A facebook account has been set-up to en 

● Linkedin - used to engage stakeholders in conversation, to feed into WP5  

● Youtube - for videos 

● Flickr - used to store all raw project images and video, with a selection of images available                 

for public use. 

Facebook remains the most popular social network in Europe, followed by Twitter and LinkedIn.              

Youtube (powered by Google) is the most the most used video-sharing platform on the web. 

16 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi9OvkXVb1uS1at9FRrXCNQ 
17 http://wearsustain.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Open-Call-Themes-for-Project-Proposals-.pdf 
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According to ‘We Are Social ’, mobile social media has increased significantly with 340 million              18

people across the region using social media via mobile devices each month. The WEAR Sustain               

website has therefore been made fully functional for mobile and all blog posts feature a share                

functionality, to enable users to share WEAR posts via Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin as well as                

Google + and Pinterest.  

Twitter and Facebook have been used since January to begin building and engage WEAR’s target               19 20

audience, before the website was made available online. They continue to serve as main              

communication channels for the project.  

Several tools have been set-up to manage and monitor the project’s activity and social media               

analytics to including Hootsuite, Tweetdeck, Klout and Tweetchup. In addition, WEAR will try using              

Storify to monitor social media activity at events in one place and shares it on the WEAR Sustain                  

Share page, aiming to build a selection of stories and data across all events. 

It is worth noting that the consortium is researching into ethical and/or sustainable media and               

sharing tools and will report on its findings and any change of social media use later on in the                   

project. 

All social media channels are accessible from the WEAR Sustain website. 

Twitter  

Twitter serves as the project’s main social media account. The DataScouts twitter account keeps a               

list of the WEAR network members. The WEAR twitter account subscribes to this list to keep abreast                 

of WEAR members and to communicate with them. 

A hashtag analysis using ritetag.com and hashtagify.me has been performed for WEAR sustain,             

addressing the key topics for sustainable, ethical wearable technology and smart/e-textiles. This            

analysis reveals the most popular hashtags in these sectors, which WEAR will consider when using               

twitter. This analysis in included in Annex C of this document.#WearablesWednesday has become a              

trending hashtag and will be used regularly to reach a wider audience. 

It is important to note that sustainable, ethical wearables and smart/ e-textiles is a niche subject.                

The project aims to engage a wide selection of stakeholders outside of these sectors to participate.                

WEAR Sustain will therefore aim to target associated creative, fashion and technology innovation             

hashtags to help increase the project’s reach.  

WEAR Sustain will announce ‘breaking news’ to the attention of the Horizon 2020 programme by               

18 https://wearesocial.com/uk/blog/2017/01/digital-in-2017-global-overview 
19 https://twitter.com/WEARsustain  
20 https://www.facebook.com/WEARsustain 
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tagging @EU_H2020 and @EUJH2020 to become part of its community of projects on social media,               

using hashtag #ResearchImpactEU to help the EC and EU to stay informed about our activities.  

Facebook  

Facebook is the largest of all the social media channels and arguably has one of the greatest reach                  

and potential for reaching WEAR’s targeted audience. It enables WEAR to interact with its fans via                

wall posts, discussions, events, photos and videos.  

WEAR successfully filmed a WEAR panel discussion at the Wearable Technology Show 2017 on 3rd               

March via Facebook Live and intends to make use of this tool when good video filming facilities are                  

unavailable. 

Facebook provides substantial data on the affinity and demographics of our fans. In comparison to               

website analytics, Facebook provides a much better sense of who our audience is. Our WEAR pages                

can be maintained by everyone in WP6, as well as others in the consortium who have all been given                   

page admins/managers. 

Due to the time needed to manage multiple social media accounts, an automated twitter feed has                

been set up to facebook. The consortium also posts original content and sources other relevant FB                

content to share. 

WEAR will analyse the reach of our current dissemination activities by M7. If the consortium finds                

that we need to build WEAR audiences within specific regions in the EU we will consider some                 

reallocation of budget to use Facebook’s promotion tools. 

LinkedIn 

LinkedIn operates the world’s largest professional online network. WEAR has created a linkedin             

Group to reach professionals and lobby industry experts in the wearables, smart, e-textiles and              21

associated creative and tech sectors with similar interests. WEAR will connect with fellow visionaries              

and future thinkers to share and discuss content and research, and find groups to join representing a                 

diverse cross-section of artists, creative, tech, ethics and sustainability sectors. 

 

All consortium members have been given admin rights to the WEAR Sustain Linkedin group.              

Activities will come into force when the first research results have been made available to share. 

3.3.7 - PRESS RELEASES & PUBLICATIONS 

WEAR will provide continuously updated information about the project’s events and outputs via             

21 https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13513725 
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publications in mass media, specialised press, press releases and academic publications. 

Press Releases: 

QMUL created a press release template in M1-2 and will create press releases at key phases of the                  

project that will attract media interest, to announce: 

● The project Launch & Open Call 1 (M4 ) 
● Open Call 2 (M11) 
● Funded projects outcomes & hubs (M7 & M16) 
● Project results & Final showcase (M23) 

 
A general wearables and e-textiles media database has been set up in M1 of the project. In addition                  

QMUL has created a mainstream technology and fashion media databases for consortium partner             

countries and the countries where the 1st Open call events are due to be held in M4-5. These                  

databases cover the media in the UK, France, Bulgaria, Denmark, Italy, Spain, Germany, Belgium and               

the Netherlands, to announce the launch of the project and its events. In total the press comprises                 

over 7000 media. 

QMUL will use its in-house Press Office services to disseminate the press release. It will seek to                 

create further databases for other countries for future press releases. 

WEAR consortium partners will seek to translate press releases into other languages where possible.              

The first press releases have been translated into French by imec; Dutch by WCD and Bulgarian by                 

DSLL. Consortium partners will also send the press release out via their own networks and channels. 

All press releases will be uploaded to AlphaGalileo , an independent and multilingual service for the               22

research and media communities globally, hosting a wide range of news and research topics. As well                

as releases, the service also publishes papers in peer-reviewed science journals, news of events,              

major prizes and grants, images, videos and podcast. Journalists registered with this service include              

those from print magazines – including peer-reviewed journals, newspapers, news agencies,           

broadcasting, and increasingly online. 

Publications: 

Academic members of the WEAR consortium will seek to publish the project’s results in a variety of                 

identified publications and conferences such as:  

● ICT and engineering academic journals include wearable and smart textiles, ICT computing,            

ICT and electronic engineering IEEE, IOP, RSC, CHI, SIGGRAPH, and ACM journals; 

● Arts focussed journals include Clothing Cultures (Intellect), Leonardo Journal (MIT Press),           

CoDesign: International Journal of CoCreation in Design and the Arts (Taylor-Francis), Journal            

22 http://www.alphagalileo.org/ 
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of Peer Production, Digital Creativity (Taylor-Francis), International Journal of Media Practice           

(Intellect); 

● High profile international industry and academic conferences include Wearable Tech Expo           

London, #FASHIONTECH BERLIN, Smart Fabrics Europe, Wearable Technology Europe,         

Interlaced 2016 (www.interlaced.io), Fashtech Summit, Decoded Fashion Meetups        

(www.decodedfashion.com), Wearable Technologies Conference 2017, IDTechEx Wearable       

Europe, Smart Fashion: The Intersection of SIGGRAPH, CHI, SIGCHI, ISEA (The International            

Symposium of Electronic Art), EECS Research Showcase, Digital Shoreditch Festival          

(co-founded by QMUL), Wearables Technology Show.  

A starter list for academic dissemination for the project is included in Annex D.  

The academics in WEAR will continue to adding to the above lists and are considering the following                 

topics: 

1.       Survey/ case studies of ethics and sustainability of wearables network 

2.       Study of collaboration across the arts/tech boundaries 

  

All projects receiving Horizon 2020 funding are required to make sure that any peer-reviewed              

journal article published is openly accessible, free of charge (article 29.2. Model Grant Agreement).              

WEAR consortium partners will need to consider how we will implement this obligation, which is               

described in more detail in the Research and innovation participant Portal Open access section,              23

including detailed guidance.  

As for open access to research data, the EC is currently running a flexible pilot on open access to                   

research data, thus realising the Commission's ambition of "open research data per default", but              

allowing for opt-outs for some datasets, for instance in cases of intellectual property rights (IPR)               

protection, personal data or national security issues. The pilot applies to research data underlying              

publications but beneficiaries can also voluntarily make other datasets open. The WEAR project has              

not opted out of this and has developed a Data Management Plan (D6.11), outlining how WEAR data                 

will be generated, curated and made accessible.  

3.3.8 - PROJECT EVENTS AND PARTICIPATION IN EXTERNAL EVENTS 

WEAR will coordinate 10 hub-based Knowledge Exchange and dissemination events across the            24

periods of the Open Calls, plus a final showcase event in M24 of the project. 

Events are coordinated by UCA, with the support of the WP6 team QMUL, imec and DSLL, however                 

23http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-cutting-issues/open-access-data-management/open
-access_en.htm 
24 http://wearsustain.eu/events/ 
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other partners in the consortium have received a budget to support local events as follows: 

L = Lead / C = Contributor / S = Support WCD QMUL UCA IMEC DSLL UDK BLU 

WEAR EVENTS 

Coordination of support hubs - all partners to ensure balance of stakeholder 
engagement, recording of talks, knowledge Exchange activities  

& matchmaking for Open Calls. 

Coordination of 10 Local Knowledge Exchange, 
networking, symposiums, matchmaking events S S L S S S S 

Supporting 1 x local Hub event, budget €1k   S      

Supporting 5 x local Hub events, budget €5k     S    

Supporting 1 x local Hub event, budget €2k     S   

Supporting 1 x local Hub event, budget €1k      S  

Supporting 2 x local Hub events, budget 1k       S 

Coordination of 1 x final showcase event, budget        
€10k C S L S S C C 

 

It is intended that the WEAR events should be hosted or sponsored by hubs belonging to WEAR’s                 

network, with the support of the WEAR consortium as coordinator. A budget of up to €1,000 per                 

local event has been allocated to cover key costs and expenses. Where possible, much of the staging                 

of events will require sponsorship. 

The first WEAR local events are scheduled to take place across Europe during the project’s first Open                 

Call, during M3-4 and the second in M9-10. Open Call launch events are scheduled to take place in: 

● Sofia, Bulgaria (30th March – 2nd April), hosted by Smart Fab Lab (SFL) 

● Aarhus, Denmark (18th -20th April), hosted by Creative Ring 
● Barcelona, Spain (21st – 22nd April), hosted by Creative Ring 
● London, UK (3rd May), hosted by Digital Catapult 
● Eindhoven, Netherlands (16th-19th May), hosted by Creative Ring 
● Brussels, Belgium (17th May) hosted by MAD Brussels  

WEAR will tap into established local networks, attracting teams of artists and designers,             

entrepreneurs and technologists to apply to the WEAR Open calls. Besides matchmaking events             

WEAR aims to trigger new collaborations between creative people and technology developers. These             

events will also allow WEAR to initiate the kick off of a Europe-wide structured dialogue on wearable                 

technology capturing personal data. During these events, WEAR will facilitate discussion amongst            

participant stakeholders with different disciplinary knowledge, tools and skills and will propose            

questions and themes to constitute the basis for knowledge exchange among participants. 

Each event will inform participants of the open calls and the rules of the competition, give access to                  

information on the proposal submission process and encourage participants to develop a full             

proposal. The networking events will be fully documented on the WEAR website (including videos,              
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images and analytical texts).  

WEAR, will seek to engage 55-80 target stakeholders to participate at each event, consisting of a                

wide variety of stakeholder. Altogether WEAR seeks to engage 550-800 people across 10 WEAR              

events, to take part in Symposia, Knowledge Exchange and matchmaking/networking activities. 

A detailed event framework has been developed by UCA to enable consortium partners and host               

hubs to facilitate the project’s objectives, to disseminate information about the project, enable the              

exchange of knowledge between experts, provide opportunity for matchmaking/networking and the           

recording of data for the Sustainability Strategy.  

WEAR will make sure that its outcomes will be communicated to the European Commission officials               

and in particular DG CONNECT, FET and Horizon 2020 departments. We will; 

● Invite appropriate EU officials to some project events; 

● Participate in appropriate events organised by other relevant EC projects; 

● Liaise with the EC to identify appropriate EC organised events to which WEAR can              

contribute; 

● Participate in relevant policy dialogue events. 

Participation in external events: 

WEAR has identified relevant national and international events related to wearable technology,            

smart textiles, and smart fashion over the duration of the project. Consortium partners will attend               

the most appropriate of these events to disseminate project information, announce Open Calls and              

results. WEAR will also aim at organising its meetings and events in collaboration with established               

events. 

A D6.3 report on First Matchmaking Events will be created by UCA in M4. 
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4 DISSEMINATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN OPEN CALLS 

The first WEAR Sustain Open Call launched on 1st April 2017, reaching out to artists, designers and                 

technologists to apply for up WEAR collaborative funding towards producing an ethical prototype. A              

second Open Call is scheduled for November 2017. 

A Dissemination & Engagement strategy for the Open Calls has been created by QMUL and UCA will                 

leading on its implementation, with support from QMUL, imec and DSLL. 

Dissemination of the Open calls is to be performed using the stakeholder engagement process,              

outlined in section 2.8 above, together with the WP6 communication activities, materials and             

channels outlined above in section 3.1.  

Plan: 

Over each two month Open Call period in M4-5 and M11-12, the WEAR consortium aims to: 
 

1. engage a wide selection of artists, designers and technologists across the EU to apply for the                
Open Call, managed by WP3 via an external platform called F6S . 25

2. encourage attendance at local WEAR matchmaking and networking events; 
3. encourage registration in the Online Network, to map themselves in the Ecosystem and             

identify their need for a collaborative partner, especially if they cannot attend a local event. 
4. improve understanding of the Open Call requirements, the application process, forming           

teams and to break down any barriers to applications. 
 

Specifically, WEAR will engage creative and technology practitioners to apply to the calls using: 

● The WEAR Sustain website 
● The WEAR Sustain Online Network and Ecosystem  
● The Sustainable Innovation Process 
● The Open Call application platform, F6S 
● WEAR’s 10 hub-based Knowledge Exchange and dissemination events across the EU 
● Printed posters 
● A news release to media across the EU 
● Mailing lists and contact databases 
● E-Newsletters 
● Webinars 
● Social Media 
● Participation in external events 

 

25 https://www.f6s.com/wearsustain2017 
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By the beginning of April’s Open Call 1, the WEAR Ecosystem (WP2) has built an online network of                  

149 identified Creative & Tech Hubs. At May 31st, 220 Creative and Tech Hubs are identified, 35                 

claimed and completed their profile 55 experts (mentors or reviewers) have been engaged by WP3               

and WP4. There are fewer Artists, Designers or Technology Providers on the platform in M3, they                

were not obliged but encouraged to share their profile on the online network. The applicants mainly                

signed up via the F6S platform. 

 

In the lead-up to the Open Calls and in addition to the above methods of Open Call dissemination,                  

WEAR will lobby and engage the Creative and Tech Hubs in the ecosystem, as well as mentors and                  

experts already signed-up to the project to aid WEAR in local outreach to artists, designers and                

technologists, to increase local applications to the calls.  

 

Hubs will be invited to disseminate the project’s Open calls to their networks and take part in                 

inviting and supporting their network to apply. Due to the very tight timeline at the start of this                  

project WEAR intends to focus on the most engaged mentors and hubs during Open Call 1 that have                  

the greatest reach and potential of recommending art and technology practitioners with technology             

readiness level 3 concepts. We will ask each hub or mentor to recommend suitable practitioners and                

businesses to apply to the calls.  
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5. EXPLOITATION PLAN  
Exploitation is an integral part of the H2020 research and innovation funding. In this section we                

summarise the actions that the WP6 dissemination team will take to; 

1. Promote funded projects and teams from the Open Call (information provided by WP3 and              

WP4) in M7 and M13; 

2. Disseminate exploitation outcomes of the prototyping results from the supported          

development process (information provided by WP4). 

The team involved in the dissemination of the exploitation of the funded prototyping results include; 

● the WEAR Sustain consortium; 

● the funded projects’ project mentors; 

● the hubs supporting the funded projects and to contributing transfer of knowledge between 

ICT and Creative Industries); 

● the mentors and experts used by the projects to help bring the project into fruition. 

5.1 PROMOTION OF NEWLY SELECTED PROJECTS AND TEAMS 
 
QMUL, with support from UCA, imec and DSLL will promote the funded Sustainable Innovation              

projects and teams funded via the Open Call (managed by WP3), as well as the prototypes resulting                 

from the supported development process (managed by WP4).  

Using the above outlined dissemination tools and channels, WEAR will disseminate to identified             

specialised audiences provided by WP2 and WP4 (in digital technology development, venturing,            

investment, policy making) across Europe, as well as media lists and the general public. 

QMUL will create a page for funded projects on the WEAR website, and WP2 will provide them with                  

a page in the WEAR Online ecosystem, at the agreed project start date, with information provided by                 

WP4 for each round, to include the project title, partners, hubs and mentors involved, as well as                 

aims, objectives and short summary of the projects’ Research and Innovation potential (provided by              

the funded projects, and coordinated by WP4).  

 

At the project’s completion stage QMUL will further update funded project pages on the website and                

WP2 in the ecosystem, with any outcomes and exploitation of new innovative products or services               

(provided by the funded projects and coordinated by WP4). 

 
UCA, with support from QMUL, imec and DSLL will showcase projects at a WEAR final event and                 

feature outcomes in an online WEAR strategy & toolkit publication, presented as case-study models              
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and examples of next generation wearables and smart or e-textiles.  

 

Plan 

● Addition of awarded Projects to WEAR website and ecosystem (M7 & M15) 

● Announcement of selected teams & appointed hubs to all stakeholder lists including lists             

provided by WP3 and WP4 and media lists, via newsletter distributed by WP2 via WEAR               

digital platform, and a press release  (M7/8 & M13/14) 

● Announcement of awarded project outcomes to lists provided by WP3 and WP4 and media              
lists, via newsletter distributed by WP2 via WEAR digital platform and a press release (M13 &                
M22) 

● Promote project results & Final showcase to lists all stakeholder lists via newsletter             
distributed by WP2 via WEAR digital platform and a press release (M19-M22) 

5.2 DISSEMINATION OF EXPLOITATION OUTCOMES, PROTOTYPING RESULTS AND HUBS 

From M6 QMUL will work with the WP4 team (leading the supported development process) and the                
WP5 team (leading the sustainability strategy) to develop a more detailed communications plan             
(Second dissemination plan due at M12) to include an outline of how WP6 will disseminate; 
 

● local Sustainable Innovation support across the EU via Hub/local design, aesthetic, technical,            
business & venture, user validation and prototype support activities;  

● The funded teams’ prototyping results, their ethical/sustainable development processes,         
their exploitation and their research results 

● any information supplied on impact on the market, on future developments and on policy              
making; 

● improvements on innovation capacity and integration of new knowledge; 
● the emerging ecosystem of ethical pioneers in wearables and e-textile. 

 
In the lead-up to mid term reports in M10 and M15, QMUL will further develop the dissemination                 

plan based on the information provided by funded projects. Teams will be asked to keep a record of                  

the outcomes and impacts of their project’s work during the 6m project period and to provide an                 

update of further outcomes and impacts at the end of the WEAR project, so that these may be                  

recorded and used for further dissemination. 

 
The dissemination plan will contribute to; 

● the use and the dissemination of the knowledge created during the project; 

● the added value of the project, boosting any further scientific developments that they             

identify; 

● maximisation of the impact of the funding granted in the market; 

● sustainable growth of the market. 

 
Exploitation of funded project results  
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WP5 and WP4 will supply WP6 with funded project outputs for dissemination. This may include               

products, services or facilities and outcomes such as changes, benefits, learning or other effects that               

result from the project.  

 

Teams will be asked to identify how their outputs are new and innovative, supply evidence of                

outputs being used, their next steps for exploitation, how they intend to build on their               

collaborations, identification of further funding or investment, about the impact of the project on              

their practice or businesses, and the formation of any new entities or spin-off, as a result of WEAR                  

funding. 

 

Any outputs and outcomes that underpin published research findings and/or have longer-term value             

will be made available via a research data repository where they may be findable and accessible for                 

others, ensuring that the WEAR research results will reach more people and have a greater impact                

for the industries involved and for society. WEAR participates in the H2020 Open Research Data Pilot                

and details of the WEAR Sustain Data management Plan can be found in D6.11. 

WP6, in collaboration with WP5 will make results available on the WEAR Sustain website, via an                

online WEAR strategy & toolkit publication. UCA will include results in the WEAR final showcase 

Dissemination of project exploitation activities 
 
WP6 will support the funded projects via the project’s planned communications and dissemination             

activities outlined in section 3.1 above. In addition, each project may buy in project exploitation               

support, coordinated by WP4, via a funded voucher system (Support for Selected Teams ). Each              26

team will receive innovation vouchers to be spent on innovation support services to take their               

project to their identified market. Project teams are required to spend part of their vouchers on                

exploitation activities in business, legal, venturing and sustainability. WP4 will ensure that any             

exploitation activities by the funded teams are communicated to the WP6 team for dissemination,              

such as any venturing support, showcasing events and pitching opportunities, as well as promotion              

of prototypes to potential investors. 

The WP6 communications and community building team communicates and disseminates the           

activities and results of WEAR and its outcomes to share new learning supplied by WP2, 3, 4 and 5.                   

Any individual project communications and promotion needed beyond the activities mentioned           

above and in this plan will need to be funded by the project’s individual budgets. 

Intellectual Property Rights Support 

It is worth noting here that projects may gain full access to IPR support via the the European IPR                   

Helpdesk, a project funded by the European Commission under the current Horizon 2020             27

26  http://wearsustain.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Open-Calls-Support-to-Project-Teams-.pdf 
27 https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/ 
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programme that supports cross-border SME and research activities to manage, disseminate and            

valorise technologies and other Intellectual Property (IP) Rights and IP assets at an EU level. WP4,                

tasked with supporting the projects will inform funded projects about access to this. 

Dissemination of EU hubs 

WP2 supports WP6 by featuring information about the supporting network of local WEAR Hubs and               

advocacy centres on wearables collecting personal data to WEAR stakeholders and the WEAR             

network via the online ecosystem. Hubs will be ambassadors that already act as, or will become                

WEAR advocacy centers for aesthetic, and critical approaches to wearables and smart textiles, or be               

smaller creative hubs, i.e. communities that increase the capacity of creative individuals and             

businesses to experiment, innovate and succeed. Hubs will offer practical support to teams. 

Plan: 

● Sharing of Sustainable Innovation outcomes (M13/M21) 

● Support of market exposure (M12 - M24)  

● Sharing of learning and project outcomes (M12 - M24) 

● Promotion of final outcomes, sustainability strategy, toolkit & final event  (M19 - M24) 

5.3 IMPACT ON THE MARKET, ON FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS AND ON POLICY MAKING  
 
The goal of WEAR Sustain is to develop best practices for enabling, facilitating, and sustaining future                

network collaborations and sustainable innovations in wearable technology, smart and electronic           

textiles, based on ethical and sustainable foundations. Our overall mandate is to contribute to a               

change of culture, endorse the societal and economic added value of creativity, and promote a more                

innovation-oriented mindset rooted in silo-breaking collaborations between technology and the          

Arts.  

 

The WP6 team will disseminate funded projects’ collective key findings, guidelines and best             

practices, covering the technical, design or engineering development, circularity, and life-cycle           

product development for future research. This will cover the innovation, sourcing, development,            

manufacturing, waste management and business practices within ICT and the creative industries for             

ethical, sustainable wearable technology and smart textiles, addressing collaboration and ways to            

safeguard data privacy. These findings will help pave the way towards developing a new generation               

of wearables that are more ethical, critical and aesthetic. 

 

All knowledge and insights gleaned throughout the WEAR Sustain project will be synthesised by WP5               

in the form of industry-specific strategies to create and develop future advocacy hubs, successful              

partnerships and facilitate the next generation of ethical and sustainable wearable technology and             

smart materials developments within fashion, textiles, materials science, electronics and          
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6. DISSEMINATION OF WEAR PROJECT RESULTS 
At M19-24 QMUL will lead on ensuring the dissemination and communication of WEAR’s final              

outcomes, to enhance innovation capacity and integration of new knowledge including: 

● The prototypes developed by the funded teams. By disseminating the results of the             

developed prototypes, WP6 will support WP5 to share new learning based around            

innovative design development methods, as well as business models for wearable           

technology and smart materials (M10); 

● The Sustainability Strategy Toolkit for collaborative and ethical design and development of            

wearables and e/smart textiles. The aim is to support future development of better practices              

within the ICT research community, the European Commission, etc., thus, the long-term            

sustainability of the project and the toolkit developed in WP5. Extensive dissemination of             

the Sustainability Strategy Toolkit (at the final event and across the network) and an efficient               

outreach to stakeholders is crucial to the WEAR strategy. The toolkit will also be developed               

as an online handbook, made available for free to public use (WP5, M19-24); 

● The network of local hubs and advocacy centres on ethical wearable technology and smart              

textiles (WP2, D2.5, M24); 

● The interactive visualisation of the WEAR ecosystem (WP2, D2.6, M24).  

● Any conference proceedings and journal articles produced by the academic partners. 

A WEAR final showcase event, in liaison with other relevant EC and nationally funded projects (and                

punctuating all the events that came before (organised in T6.2) will be organised by UCA in M19-24.                 

WEAR will invite all the funded project teams, the associated hubs and advocacy centers,              

researchers, as well as leaders of other related projects and the European Commission. The event               

will highlight results, awardee outputs and innovations, major findings, project evaluation outcomes            

and impact, recommendations for the future. A full set of publications will be made available via the                 

website to include a showcase brochure, full project evaluation and fact sheets.  

WEAR has been accepted onto the VERTIGO residency programme inviting an artist to co-create              28

and translate WEAR data into an immersive experience. This final presentation of the WEAR              
ecosystem will allow end users to wander through a 3D visualisation of the WEAR ecosystem. 

A report D6.10 on Dissemination of WEAR final outcomes will be delivered by UCA in M24

 

28 http://vertigo.starts.eu/ict-projects/wear/detail/ 
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7. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS  
WEAR Sustain is expected to have substantial influence, not only on creative and technological              

collaboration within Europe and within the wearables, smart and e-textile sector, but the technology              

sector at large, increasing awareness of ethical and sustainability issues and solutions that have an               

impact upon technological innovation in the Environment, Waste, Body and Physiology, Energy,            

Emotional and Mental Health, Social, Cultural and Economic sectors for society as a whole.  

A series of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are detailed below to show the expected impact of                

WEAR dissemination activities. These KPIs, in addition to monitoring tools such as social media              

analytics, etc., will be used to evaluate the overall impact of the project’s dissemination activities.

 

Project website  Number of expected visitors: > 25,000. (At the time this deliverable has been 

submitted this number has well exceeded expectations at over 19,000 in May)  

Number of posts to be published (including news and blogs): > 100 

Number of documents available in the website repository: > 50   

Publication Number of journal, conference and trade publications: 2  

Project events Number of project events: 10 

Final showcase: 1 

Participation in 

external events 

Contribution to external events: 10 

Promotional 

material 

Timely production of dissemination material 

Number of events where the factsheet is used: 10  

Number of events where the poster is used: 10 

Number of posters: 2  

Number of press releases: 5 

Number of videos to be produced: 20 

Number of video views: 400 

Social media and 

professional 

networking 

strategy 

Size of the LinkedIn Group > 150  

Number of Twitter followers > 800 

Number of Tweets / reTweets > 1000 

Facebook followers> 600 

Project 

e-Newsletter 

Number of e-Newsletters published: 18  

Size of the dissemination list > 650 via mailing list (also disseminated via social media)  

Stakeholder 

Engagement 

Size of the project database: > 650 (consisting of 40 WEAR advocacy hubs, 500 

pan-European event stakeholder attendees and 100 mentors, experts, reviewers and 
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judges)  

Dissemination of 

Open Calls 

Number of Open Call, matchmaking and knowledge exchange events: 10 

Number of external events: 10 

Number of Open Call webinars: 6 

Number of website visitors to open Calls pages: >1000 per call 

Dissemination of 

Final Outcomes 

Number of funded projects promoted: 48 

Number WEAR public toolkits: 1 

PROJECT DISSEMINATION KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS  
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8. CONCLUSION  
This Dissemination Plan aims to describing the measures proposed by the WEAR Sustain consortium              

to disseminate the project results and communicate on its activities. The document also highlighted              

the methods through which these measures would increase the overall impact of the project. These               

actions take into consideration a variety of communication channels and target groups and presents              

a draft plan for how partners would exploit project activities and results.  

The plan serves as a management tool for both project partnership and the European Commission to                

ensure that the WEAR dissemination and exploitation activities are adequately and timely planned             

and implemented. It is meant to be a living document that will be systematically reviewed and at                 

each consortium meeting. It will be updated as a second Dissemination Plan in M12 of the project. 
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ANNEX A - BRANDING & ASSETS 
 

● WEAR branding. creative brief: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gbA--MQkQgfIBkVjDuAzuIc8S_siO0msKpyd6-LBPns/

edit  

● Consortium feedback to designer: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i5sD0DW6XEfj70cMBGDdj0_2aLs4xLIzVGnduEfbAE0

/edit?usp=sharing  

● Logo and brand guidelines: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B3uKhOLQl1BSNkxPU0kxeEhyZzQ/view?usp=sharing  

1st Phase website M1-2: 
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Facebook:  

Twitter:     

Linkedin:  
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E-Newsletter template:  

 

ANNEX B - EVENTS  
WEAR Events Calendar: http://wearsustain.eu/events/ 

 

ANNEX C - TARGET EXTERNAL SOCIAL MEDIA 
A WEAR hashtag analysis using ritetag.com and hashtagify.me has revealed some of the most              

popular keywords surrounding the WEAR project, including most popular words for wearables,            

smart/e-textiles, sustainability and ethics: 

#sustainable 42 tweets /649,000 views per hour 

#ethical 8 tweets /231,000 views per hour 

#wearables 25 tweets / 166,000k views per hour 

#eco 42 tweets /51,000 views per hour 

#wearable 4 tweets / 30,000 views per hour (less popular than #wearables) 

#fashiontech 8 tweets/ 12,000 views per hour 
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#smarttextiles 4 tweets / 11,000 views per hour (very few people follow this hashtag 

#etextiles 4 tweets/392 view per hour (Do not use e-textiles, nobody is tweeting this)  

It is important to note that sustainable/ethical wearables and e-textiles is a niche subject and the                

project aims to engage a wide selection of stakeholders outside of these sectors. WEAR Sustain will                

also target the following associated innovation, ethical, technology and innovation hashtags to help             

increase the project’s reach: 

#art 1,167 tweets / 36.2m views per hour 

#entrepreneur 742 tweets / 12.3m views per hour 

#tech 146 tweets / 11.7m views per hour 

#fashion 2,321tweets / 11.6m views per hour 

#startup 708 tweets / 11.6m views per hour 

#design 833 tweets / 2.9m views per hour 

#data 179 tweets / 1.2m views per hour 

#fintech 300 tweets /1.19 million views per hour 

#startup 283 tweets / 1.5m views per hour 

#innovation 250 tweets /604k views per hour 

#engineering 154 tweets / 568k views per hour 

#creative 100 tweets / 525k views per hour 

#WearablesWednesday has become a trending hashtag and will be used to reach a wider audience. 

 

ANNEX D - TARGET ACADEMIC DISSEMINATION 

(STARTER LIST) 
Forthcoming: 

● HCII 2017 (Human Computer Interaction International)  

Attended by Camille baker, UCA, Vancouver, July 9-14th, 2017 http://2017.hci.international 

6th International Conference on Design, User Experience and Usability 

http://2017.hci.international/duxu, presenting on the ‘Speculative Critical Wearables’ poster 

panel session, which will be in the conference proceedings as well, reporting on WEAR  

 

Other suggested Conferences or Publications that the academics in the project have identified 

include:  
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● DIS 2017 (ACM SIGCHI Conference on Designing Interactive Systems) 

10-14 June, Edinburgh http://dis2017.org 

● Clothing Cultures (Intellect), 

www.intellectbooks.co.uk/journals/view-Journal,id=222/view,page=2  

● Smart Textiles: Fundamentals, Design, and Interaction, Springer 

http://www.springer.com/gp/book/9783319501239  

● IEEE Wearable Technology http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/5463002/  

● IEEE Interactive and Wearable Computing and Devices 

http://www.ieeesmc.org/technical-activities/human-machine-systems/interactive-and-wear

able-computing-and-devices  

● Interactions, http://interactions.acm.org/submissions  

● CHI https://chi2016.acm.org/wp/papers-and-notes/#quick-facts  

and alt.chi  https://chi2016.acm.org/wp/alt-chi/ 

● Leonardo Journal (MIT Press) 

http://www.leonardo.info/isast/journal/editorial/edguides.html  

E-submission https://editorialexpress.com/cgi-bin/e-editor/e-submit_v15.cgi?dbase=leonardo  

and manuscript prep http://www.leonardo.info/isast/journal/mssubmit.html  

● Digital Creativity (Taylor-Francis) 

www.tandfonline.com/action/journalInformation?show=aimsScope&journalCode=ndcr20#.

VYvuBr4hHok  

andwww.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?journalCode=ndcr20&page=instruction

s 

● CoDesign - International Journal of CoCreation in Design and the Arts 

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ncdn20/current  

● International Journal of Design http://www.ijdesign.org 
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